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Abstract— A few low-rate, TCP-targeted Denial-of-
Service (DoS) attacks have been recently proposed, in-
cluding the Shrew attack, Reduction of Quality (RoQ)
attack, and Pulsing DoS (PDoS) attack. All of them
use periodic attack pulses to throttle TCP flows. These
attacks could potentially become major threats to the
Internet’s stabiliity and therefore they have motivated the
development of a number of detection mechanisms for
such attacks. However, those detection mechanisms are
designed for specific attacks. Moreover, they assume that
the period of the attack pulses is a nonzero constant.
Unfortunately, these assumptions can be easily thwarted
by more sophisticated attack strategies. In this paper, we
propose a new detection system called Vanguard to identify
a wide range of the aforementioned low-rate, DoS attacks,
including the traditional flooding-based attacks as a special
case. Vanguard can also detect attacks with randomized
attack periods. We have validated Vanguard’s efficacy
based on extensive test-bed experiments. We have also
compared Vanguard with other recently proposed detection
systems.

I. INTRODUCTION

Denial-of-Service (DoS) attacks have emerged as a
major threat to the Internet’s stability today [1], [2],
[3]. Existing mechanisms for detecting DoS attacks can
be classified into two approaches [4]: pattern-based de-
tection and anomaly-based detection. The pattern-based
detection makes use of stored patterns or signatures of
known attacks to facilitate detection. An obvious draw-
back is its inability to detect unknown attacks. Snort [5]
is a classical example of pattern-based detection system.
To overcome this limitation, some approaches have been
proposed recently to automatically extract hidden traffic
patterns [6], [7], [8]. However, the attacker could still
evade these schemes by employing polymorphic attack
patterns and spoof packets. On the other hand, the
anomaly-based detection compares the current status of
systems or networks with their normal status, and raises
alarms whenever the deviation exceeds a given thresh-
old. Although this approach is capable of identifying
unknown attacks, it induces a relatively high false alarm
rate. Various anomaly-based detection mechanisms have

been proposed and they are based on traffic rate [9],
[10], TTL value [11], packet header information [12],
statistical analysis [13], [14], data mining [15], [16] and
signal processing [17], [18].

Traditionally, the DoS attack floods a victim with
a large amount of attack packets. We refer this kind
of attack to as flooding-based DoS (FDDoS) attacks.
However, many recently proposed DoS attacks, such as
[19], [20], [21], [22], use an average attack rate smaller
than the bottleneck bandwidth, and they target at TCP
flows. These low-rate DoS attacks was started from the
seminal work of Shrew attack [19]. By sending out
attack pulses with a constant period that matches with
the TCP’s minimum retransmission timeout value, i.e.
1 second recommended in RFC2988 [23], the Shrew
attack can force victim TCP flows to frequently enter
the timeout (TO) state. The Pulsing DoS attack (PDoS)
[21] further generalizes the Shrew attack by exploiting
the vulnerability of the TCP’s congestion control mech-
anism. The RoQ attack [20] sends out periodic attack
pulses to RED routers in order to induce an unusually
high dropping probability.

On the defense side, a dynamic time warping
(DTWP)-based [24] and a spectrum-based [25] mech-
anisms were proposed to detect a Shrew attack. The
former uses the DTWP algorithm to compare the feature
of the sampled incoming traffic with pre-defined attack
traffic patterns, while the latter looks into the frequency-
domain characteristics of the incoming traffic to discover
anomalies due to the attack. On the other hand, for
the PDoS attack detection, a discrete wavelet transform
(DWTM)-based detection mechanism [21] was proposed
which is based on two types of traffic anomalies—severe
fluctuations in the incoming TCP traffic and a decline in
the trend of the outgoing TCP ACK traffic.

However, there are 2 major shortcomings common
to the proposed detection mechanisms. First, they were
designed for a specific kind of low-rate DoS attack, and
they may not be effective for detecting other kinds of
low-rate attacks or even the traditional FDDoS attack.



Second, they all assume that the attack period is a
constant [19], [21], [20], but attackers can always launch
their attacks with randomized attack periods, or even
with a null idle time between two attack pulses, i.e., low-
rate FDDoS attacks. Since the attacks can have various
attack patterns, i.e. randomized attack periods, we name
them as Polymorphic DoS (PMDoS) attacks. Based on
extensive experiment results, we have discovered that the
PMDoS attack can evade the aforementioned detection
mechanisms. In particular, the PMDoS attack with ran-
domized attack periods are very effective at thwarting
the DTWP-based and spectrum-based mechanisms, but
it can still be detected by the DWTM-based mechanism.
Moreover, the PMDoS attack with a null idle period
can render both the DTWP-based and DWTM-based
mechanisms ineffective.

The main contribution of this paper is to propose a
single detection scheme for the PMDoS attacks. To this
end, we first propose a general model for the PMDoS
attacks, including Shrew attack, PDoS attack, RoQ attack
and FDDoS attack. Next, we propose a new detection
scheme, called Vanguard, which is based on detecting
anomalies in 3 types of network traffic statistics: The
outgoing TCP ACK traffic, the ratio of the incoming
TCP data traffic and the outgoing TCP ACK traffic,
and the volume distribution of the incoming TCP data
traffic. We have also implemented Vanguard as a Snort
plug-in [5]. The results obtained from extensive test-bed
experiments show that Vanguard is more effective than
other approaches in detecting the PMDoS attack.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section
II presents the model and analytical results for the
PMDoS attack. Section III discusses the mechanism
of Vanguard and other proposed detection schemes. In
section IV, we first investigate the impact of the PMDoS
attack on TCP flows, and then present some experimental
results to evaluate Vanguard, and to compare Vanguard
with the other detection approaches. We finally conclude
this paper with future work in section V.

II. THE POLYMORPHIC DOS ATTACK

A. Modelling the PMDoS attack

We model a PMDoS attack as an Alternating Re-
newal Process, which controls the sending rate of attack
packets that can be in one of two states: Rattack for a
period of Ton, and 0 bps (bits per second) for a period
of Toff . Therefore, based on the results from Renewal
Theory [26], we obtain the average attack rate Raverage

of a PMDoS attack in Lemma 1.
Lemma 1: The average attack rate of a PMDoS

attack is given by

Raverage =
E[Ton]Rattack

E[Ton] + E[Toff ]
, (1)

where Ton and Toff are i.i.d. random variables. Besides,
according to the definition of the low-rate attack, the
PMDoS attack should satisfy the following constraint:

Raverage ≤ Rbottle, (2)

where Rbottle is the bandwidth of the bottleneck.
Based on Eq. (1), we know that the PMDoS attack is

equivalent to a PDoS attack when Ton and Toff are de-
generate random variables (constant values). Moreover,
if Toff is close to 1 second and Ton is approximate
to the round-trip time (RTT ) of victim TCP flows,
then the PMDoS attack is equivalent to a Shrew attack.
Furthermore, when Toff goes to 0, the PMDoS attack
becomes a flooding-based DoS attack with a constant
sending rate, for which Eq. (2) becomes

Rattack ≤ Rbottle. (3)

Definition 1: The normalized throughput degrada-
tion cased by a PMDoS attack, denoted by Γ, is defined
as

Γ = 1−
Ψattack

Ψnormal

, (4)

where Ψattack and Ψnormal denote the amount of data
(bytes) successfully sent by the victim TCP flows in the
presence of and in the absence of a PMDoS attack within
the same period, respectively.

Definition 2: The normalized cost of a PMDoS at-
tack, denoted by γ, is defined as

γ =
Raverage

Rbottle

. (5)

B. Analyzing the PMDoS attack

By exploiting the TCP congestion control mecha-
nism, the PMDoS attack attempts to throttle the victim
TCP flows by restraining their congestion window sizes
(cwnd). Based on the relationship between Rattack and
Rbottle, we divide the PMDoS attack into two categories
and analyze their impact on cwnd, respectively.

1) When Rattack ≤ Rbottle, the PMDoS attack will
behave like a constant-bit-rate (CBR) source. We
denote this class of PMDoS attacks by A

−,
2) When Rattack > Rbottle, the PMDoS attack will

dispatch intermittent attack pulses because Toff >
0. We denote this class of PMDoS attacks by A

+,
Proposition 1: If the average value of cwnd in the

absence of PMDoS attack is E[W ], then under A
−

PMDoS attack it becomes

E[W−] = (1 −
Rattack

Rbottle

)E[W ]. (6)

Proof: Since the victim TCP senders will increase
its packet transmission rate whenever there is available
bandwidth, their flows will make full use of the available
bandwidth (Rbottle − Rattack) after the A

− PMDoS



attack occupies Rattack portion of the bottleneck’s band-
width Rbottle [27], i.e. TCP’s packet transmission rate
E[Rtcp] = Rbottle−Rattack. Since Rtcp can be modeled
as E[Rtcp] = 3E[W ]

4RTT
MSS [28], where MSS is the

maximum segment size and RTT is assumed to be a
constant value as [28], [29], E[W ] will decrease the same
percent (1 − Rattack

Rbottle
) as Rtcp does.

For the A
+ PMDoS attack, since Rattack > Rbottle,

the bottleneck would be blocked for a period of
RattackTon

Rbottle
. We assume that during such period all the

victim TCP flows would suffer from packet loss and then
enter the fast retransmit/fast recovery (FR) state, during
which each TCP flow will employ additive increase
and multiplicative decrease (AIMD) algorithm to control
its cwnd. In this paper, we consider a general AIMD
algorithm specified by AIMD(a, b), a > 0, 1 > b > 0
as follows [30]: the sender decreases its cwnd from W
to b ·W whenever it enters the FR state, and increases its
cwnd from W to W +a per RTT until receiving another
congestion signal. Many TCP protocols, such as Tahoe,
Reno, and New Reno, use AIMD(1, 0.5). Moreover,
many TCP implementations do not send an ACK for
every received packet. Instead, they send a delayed ACK
after receiving d consecutive full-sized packets, where d
is typically equal to 2 [31]. In this case, the sender’s
cwnd is only increased by a

d
per RTT .

Therefore, we can model the value of cwnd in the
presence of A

+ PMDoS attacks as follows:

W+(n + 1) = bW+(n) +
a

d

Ton(n) + Toff (n)

RTT
(7)

Eq. (7) belongs to the general class of classical
stochastic difference equation shown in Eq. (8) [32],
[33].

Y (n + 1) = A(n)Y (n) + B(n), n ≥ 0. (8)

Since the attacker can send an arbitrary sequence of
attack pulses, we consider a general attack pattern,
whose Tperiod(n) = Ton(n) + Toff (n) is a stationary
and ergodic stochastic process.

Based on Theorem 1 in [32], we can obtain the
solution to Eq. (7) in Proposition 2.

Proposition 2: If Tperiod(n) is a stationary and er-
godic stochastic process, then there is a unique stationary
solution for Eq. (7) as follows:

W+∗(n) =
a

dRTT

∞∑

j=0

bj(Tperiod(n − j − 1)), (9)

Proof: Let A(n) = b and B(n) = a
d

Tperiod(n)
RTT

.
It can easily be proved that A(n) and B(n) fulfill the

following requirements in [32], [33]:

−∞ ≤ E[log(|A(0)|)] < 0 (10)
E[log(|B(0)|)]+ < ∞, x+ = max(0, x), ∀x ∈ R (11)

We use the similar technique in [34] to charac-
terize the cwnd under the A

+ PMDoS attack. Since
W+(n) will converge to W +∗(n) absolutely almost
surely according to Theorem 1 in [32], we can obtain
the converged value by calculating the expectation of
W+∗(n).

Corollary 1: The expectation of W +∗(n) is given by

E[W+∗(n)] =
aE[Tperiod(n)]

dRTT (1− b)
. (12)

If both Ton and Toff are constant values and let
TAIMD = Ton + Toff , then we get the same converged
value (i.e. WC = aTAIMD

dRTT (1−b) ) in [21].
Proof: By taking expectation on both sides of

Eq. (9).

III. VANGUARD: A NEW ANOMALY-BASED
DETECTION SCHEME FOR THE PMDOS ATTACK

In this section, we will describe and analyze three
kinds of traffic anomalies caused by the PMDoS at-
tack, and then introduce a new anomaly-based detec-
tion scheme, Vanguard, to identify the attack. Although
attackers can use UDP packets, arbitrary IP packets or
ICMP packets to launch the attack, they would prefer
TCP packets as attack packets. The reason is that the
router would dispatch different types of packets into
separate service queues, so that different types of flows
would not affect one another. Hence, we only consider
attack packets of TCP type in this paper. Moreover,
we do not consider the case that the attacker use non-
compliant TCP flows to occupy the bottleneck because
some existing approaches can be used to identify and
punish such malicious flows [35].

A. Traffic anomalies caused by PMDoS attacks

Since the PMDoS attacks target at TCP flows, they
will inevitably induce anomalies in the TCP traffic. In
the following, we discuss three types of traffic anomalies
that have been confirmed through analysis and extensive
experiments, and are employed as the attack indicators.

1) Indicator I - Decline in the outgoing TCP ACK
traffic: Since the PMDoS attack will cause packet loss in
victim TCP data traffic, the number of the corresponding
TCP ACK packets will decrease also. Such a simple
indicator of the PMDoS attack has been used in [21].
However, it may cause false alarms if the decline in the
incoming TCP data traffic does not correspond to the
attack. Moreover, it may miss the attack if an advanced



attacker manipulates the normal TCP flows to trigger
more ACK packets, e.g. by exploiting reordered TCP
data packets, to compensate for the decline of the ACK
packets due to the attack.

2) Indicator II - The increase in the ratio of the
incoming TCP traffic to the outgoing TCP ACK traffic:
In order to eliminate the potential false alarms caused
by Indicator I, we can monitor the ratio IRatio of the
incoming TCP data traffic to the outgoing TCP ACK
traffic. When there is no packet loss, IRatio = d, where
d, which is typically equal to 2 [31], denotes the number
of consecutive incoming legitimate TCP data packets
before an outgoing ACK packet is sent. When there
is packet loss or packet reordering, IRatio = 1 since
the receiver will send an immediate duplicate ACK
whenever an out-of-order packet arrives [31]. With this
indicator, decline in the outgoing ACK traffic due to
decline in the normal TCP data traffic will not trigger
false alarm. On the other hand, the attack has to trigger
more ACK packets to conceal its attack packets. A sim-
ilar technique has been used in D-WARD [36] to detect
DDoS attack. However, while D-WARD is installed in
attackers’ source networks, Vanguard is located at the
victim’s network. Moreover, D-WARD cannot handle
the case when the attacker makes use of reordered TCP
packets to trigger more ACK packets.

3) Indicator III - The change in the distribution of
the incoming TCP traffic: Based on Indicators I and II,
we can discover most of the PMDoS attacks, except for
those sophisticated variants that trigger more outgoing
TCP ACK traffic to conceal its attack packets. However,
we can observe a third kind of traffic anomaly—the
change in the distribution of the incoming TCP traffic.
As a result of the PMDoS attack, victim TCP flow
distribution would be different from the original one.
For example, in the presence of an A

+ PMDoS attack,
the cwnd of the senders would be forced to converge to
a low value due to the periodic packet loss as shown
in Fig. 1(a). On the other hand, A

− PMDoS attack
behaves like a CBR flow, the cwnd would also be
constrained. However in this case, the fluctuation of
cwnd is modulated by the limited bandwidth instead
of the attack. In both cases, the incoming TCP traffic
distribution would be changed.

B. Vanguard: a new detection scheme

In this subsection, we propose a new detection
scheme, Vanguard, which detects ongoing PMDoS at-
tacks by monitoring the three aforementioned indicators.
The detection procedure consists of two main steps:

1) Locate change points in statistics extracted from
the three indicators.

2) Raise an alarm if the decision statement is true.

(a) cwnd under A+ attack (b) cwnd under A− attack

Fig. 1. The cwnd under PMDoS attack.

In order to detect anomaly in the outgoing ACK
traffic indicated in its trend, we apply the moving average
algorithm in time series [37]. We use the following
notations:

1) DACK(i), i = 1, 2, . . . is the ith sample of the
outgoing ACK traffic;

2) Tsample is the length of each sampling interval in
seconds;

3) WD is the length of detection window in seconds;
4) Nsample = WD/Tsample be the number of sam-

ples in a detection window.
IACK(n) is the statistic for the outgoing ACK traffic as
follows:

IACK(n) =
1

WD

nNsample∑

i=(n−1)Nsample+1

DACK(i). (13)

We define the ratio of the incoming TCP traffic to
the outgoing ACK traffic as

IRatio(n) =
IData(n)

IACK(n)
, (14)

where IData(n) = 1
WD

∑nNsample

i=(n−1)Nsample+1 DData(i)

and Ddata(i), i = 1, 2, . . . is the ith sample of the
incoming TCP data traffic. According to the analysis
in section III-A, IACK will decrease in the presence
of non-sophisticated PMDoS attack due to the decline
of the victim incoming TCP traffic, while IData may or
may not reduce depending on whether the attack packets
can compensate for the dropped TCP data packets. IRatio

would be larger than d if the attack packets cannot trigger
more outgoing ACK packets.

We employ the color histogram indexing method [38]
to capture the change in the distribution of the incoming
TCP traffic. In the field of image retrieval, this method is
a robust approach to computing similarity of two images
[39]. Our basic idea is to measure the similarity index
(SI) of the distribution of the incoming TCP traffic
and that of the normal TCP traffic. Since the PMDoS



attack will change the incoming TCP traffic distribution,
there will be an abrupt change in the series of SI . The
algorithm consists of three steps: First, we compute a
traffic histogram for each detection window of samples.
Given minimum (Dmin

data) and maximum (Dmax
data) values

of the incoming TCP traffic samples, we divide the range
[Dmin

data, Dmax
data] into B disjoint subregions of equal size,

named as histogram bins. The traffic histogram h(n) of
the nth detection window is then obtained by counting
the number of samples hn,i that falls in the histogram
bin i, 1 ≤ i ≤ B, i.e. h(n) = [hn,1, . . . , hn,B ]. Second,
a cumulative histogram H(n) = [Hn,1, . . . , Hn,B] is ob-
tained by Hn,i =

∑
j≤i hn,j . Third, with the cumulative

histogram of the normal TCP traffic Ĥ = [Ĥ1, . . . , ĤB ]
and H(n) = [Hn,1, . . . , Hn,B ], define the SI of nth
detection window as

IDis(n) =

√√√√
B∑

j=1

(Hn,j − Ĥj)2. (15)

We obtain IACK , IRatio and IDis at the end of each
detection window, and the system raises an alarm if the
following decision statement is true:

IRatio ↑ ∨ {IACK ↓ ∧ IDis ↑}, (16)

where ↑ and ↓ represent abrupt increase and decrease,
respectively. Accordingly, Vanguard first locates any
abrupt change in each indicator, and raises the alarm if
the indicator IRatio, or both indicators IACK and IDis

are found to be abnormal.
The CUSUM, a non-parametric change point detec-

tion algorithm [40], is used to capture abrupt changes in
the sequences {IACK(n)}, {IRatio(n)}, and {IDis(n)}.
This algorithm assumes that the mean of the variables
being monitored will change from negative to positive.
Since IACK(n), IRatio(n) and IDis(n) are always non-
negative, we first transform them into three random
sequences, PACK(n), PRatio(n) and PDis(n), which
have negative mean values under the normal period, as
follows:

PACK(n) = βACK − IACK(n), (17)
PRatio(n) = IRatio(n) − βRatio, (18)

PDis(n) = IDis(n) − βDis, (19)

where βACK , βRatio and βDis are constants for de-
termining the mean values of {IACK(n)}, {IRatio(n)}
and {IDis(n)}, respectively. Normally, we can set
βACK to IACK(n) − Ptolerance[4(IACK(n))], where
4(IACK(n)) is the standard deviation of IACK(n),
and Ptolerance defines the sensitivity to the decline in
the outgoing ACK traffic by controlling the allowable
decrease during the transformation of {IACK(n)}. We
set βRatio and βDis to the upper bound of {IRatio(n)}

and {IDis(n)}, respectively.
With yPACK

(n − 1), the CUSUM values of
PACK(n − 1), and PACK(n), Vanguard computes the
CUSUM value yPACK

(n) as:

yPACK
(n) = max{0, yPACK

(n − 1) + PACK(n)}. (20)

Thus, the presence of the abnormal decline in the outgo-
ing ACK traffic is confirmed if yPACK

(n) > CCUSUM
ACK ,

where CCUSUM
ACK is the corresponding CUSUM thresh-

old. Similarly, by computing the CUSUM values
yPRatio

(n) and yPDis
(n) and by comparing with the cor-

responding CUSUM thresholds CCUSUM
Ratio and CCUSUM

Dis

same as the above, we can confirm the presence of the
increase in IRatio(n) and the change in the distribution
of incoming TCP traffic.

Fig. 2 demonstrates the detection process of Van-
guard on a periodic A

+ PMDoS attack, a stochastic A
+

PMDoS attack, and a A
− PMDoS attack. The data is

obtained from test-bed experiments with the presence
of cross traffic and a bottleneck capacity of 10Mbps,
which will be discussed in more detail in Sec. IV-A. Both
A

+ PMDoS attacks operate with Rattack = 25Mbps
and Raverage = 6Mbps, while the A

− PMDoS attack
operates with Rattack = Raverage = 6Mbps. All the
attacks have the same attack cost γ = 0.6. An attacker
starts the attack at the 131th second from the beginning
of the experiment. For each row of subfigures, the first
subfigure shows the raw incoming TCP traffic in the
upper panel and the raw outgoing ACK traffic in the
lower panel. The second, third and forth subfigures
plot the indicators IACK(n), IRatio(n) and IDis(n),
respectively. For each set of those subfigures, the upper
panel shows the raw data of the indicators, and the lower
panel illustrates the CUSUM detection results of these
indicators. We observe that the PMDoS attack results in
different kinds of incoming TCP traffic and outgoing
ACK traffic patterns. However, the abnormal change
in the traffic can be instantly revealed from the three
indicators, and thus effectively captured by Vanguard.

C. Other detection schemes

Since the defense system may need to process a huge
volume of incoming packets, having a low computa-
tional complexity is a very important consideration in
designing a practical defense system. In this subsection,
we compare the computational complexity of Vanguard
with other proposed detection schemes. We consider the
DWTM-based detection scheme [21], spectrum-based
scheme [18], [25], and DTWP-based algorithm [24].

Since all the detection schemes under comparison
make decision after collecting and manipulating N data
samples in a detection window, their lowest complexity
is Θ(N). For Vanguard, the values of indicators I and II
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Fig. 2. Demonstration of the detection process of Vanguard

can be updated upon receiving each data sample. By
using bins with the same size, the data sample can
quickly locate the bin it belongs to. After that, the
burden of computing indicator III is determined by B,
which is the number of bins and is usually less than the
number of samples (N ) in each detection window. The
CUSUM algorithm’s complexity is Θ(1) [40]. Therefore,
the complexity of Vanguard is Θ(N).

A discrete wavelet transform (DWTM)-based detec-
tion scheme is proposed in [21] to detect the presence of
PDoS attacks. Originally, it detects two kinds of traffic
anomalies near the TCP receiver: Periodic fluctuations
in the incoming TCP data traffic and a decline in the
trend of the outgoing ACK traffic. The scheme uses
discrete wavelet transform (DWTM) to extract traffic
anomalies caused by the PDoS attack, based on which
the PDoS attack can be detected through non-parametric
change-point algorithms. Therefore, its computational
complexity depends on that of the DWTM, which is
Θ(N) [41]. Since the two-stage detection scheme relies

on the abnormal fluctuations in the incoming traffic,
it will not be able to handle the A

− PMDoS attack,
which constrains the normal fluctuation of TCP flow
to a smaller bandwidth, i.e. the bottleneck bandwidth
subtracted by the CBR traffic rate.

The spectrum-based detection has been used to dif-
ferentiate between single-source DoS attacks and multi-
source DoS attacks [18], which is employed to detect
Shrew attack by observing the change in the power
spectral density (PSD) of the incoming TCP traffic
[25]. Hence, its computational complexity is mainly
determined by that of computing the PSD, which is
Θ(NlogN) [42]. However, the spectral analysis cannot
handle the PMDoS attacks which could exhibit various
frequencies under different settings of attacks. Just like
the hop-frequency techniques, the frequency of the PM-
DoS attack (except for the Shrew attack) can be changed
easily.

A dynamic time warping (DTWP)-based algorithm
is proposed in [24] to identify the Shrew attack by



matching the pattern of the incoming TCP data traffic
with that of Shrew attack traffic. It first employs auto-
correlation to extract the signatures of the incoming
traffic periodically and then compares the extracted sig-
natures of the incoming traffic with the signatures of
Shrew attack traffic through a slightly modified DTWP
algorithm. Since the computational complexity of the
auto-correlation processing is Θ(N 2) and that of DTWP
is Θ(NM), (M is the length of selected signatures
of Shrew attack), the DTWP-based algorithm’s com-
putational complexity is Θ(N 2). However, the DTWP
method may fail if the attack pulses are not separated
by a constant interval. Moreover, the DTWP method will
not be able to detect the A

− attacks as there will not be
significant square-wave patterns in the incoming traffic.

Table I summarizes the computational complexities
of the detection schemes. Together with the DWTM-
based scheme, Vanguard achieves the lowest computa-
tional complexity. Moreover, as will be shown in section
IV, Vanguard can achieve the highest detection rate for
the class of PMDoS attacks.

TABLE I
COMPLEXITY OF DIFFERENT DETECTION SCHEMES

Scheme Computational complexity

Vanguard Θ(N)

DWTM-based scheme Θ(N)

Spectrum-based scheme Θ(N log N)

DTWP-based scheme Θ(N2)

D. A Snort implementation of Vanguard

Fig. 3 depicts the architecture of our implementation
of Vanguard. We have implemented this scheme as a
preprocessor plug-in in Snort [5] to facilitate real-time
PMDoS attack detection. The overall detection mecha-
nism can be summarized as follows:

for each intercepted packet P {
if(Collected Nsample continuous samples) {
performs network traffic analysis
to evaluate IACK(n), IRatio(n) and IDis(n);
if(during training period)
evaluate βACK, βRatio, βDis, CCUSUM

ACK ,
CCUSUM

Ratio and CCUSUM
Dis ;

else
perform CUSUM change-point detection;

}
if(P is a TCP packet originated from or
transmitted to H)
update corresponding packet counter of
the current sample;

}

In our architecture, after the Vanguard preprocessor
is registered in the Snort’s preprocessor list through
the function AddFuncToPreprocList(), it starts

Fig. 3. Architecture of the implementation of Vanguard.

intercepting the incoming TCP data traffic and outgoing
ACK traffic for a specific host H . When a packet origi-
nated from or transmitted to H arrives, the preprocessor
records its size and updates corresponding packet counter
of the current sampling interval. Whenever Nsample

continuous samples (a detection window) have been
collected, the preprocessor performs the network traffic
analysis to evaluate the indicators IACK , IRatio and IDis

according to the Eqns. (13)-(15), respectively.
Before the Vanguard preprocessor actually begins the

PMDoS attack detection process, it is necessary for the
preprocessor to first determine the constant values for the
traffic—βACK , βRatio, βDis, CCUSUM

ACK , CCUSUM
Ratio and

CCUSUM
Dis . Accordingly, the preprocessor allows users

to specify the number of continuous detection windows
NWD

for the training period. After the training period,
it evaluates the βACK , βRatio and βDis; and deter-
mines the CCUSUM

ACK , CCUSUM
Ratio and CCUSUM

Dis by eval-
uating the means of the sequences {|PACK(n)|}

NWD

n=1 ,
{|PRatio(n)|}

NWD

n=1 and {|PDis(n)|}
NWD

n=1 , respectively.
After the training period, the preprocessor performs

the CUSUM change-point detection process to identify
the presence of PMDoS attacks. Whenever the statis-
tics arrive, it first verifies the condition yPRatio

(n) >
CCUSUM

Ratio to determine if any change point occurs in
{IRatio(n)}. If it holds, the preprocessor will further
verify that if either of the conditions yPACK

(n) >
CCUSUM

ACK and yPDis
(n) > CCUSUM

Dis holds. If it is also
true, the preprocessor will immediately call the function
SnortEventqAdd() to pass a PMDoS attack alert to
the Snort’s Alert/Logging module.

IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, we explore the effectiveness of PM-
DoS attacks as well as the performance of Vanguard.
Next, we compare our detection scheme with the other
existing detection schemes described in section III-C.
We have carried out our evaluation using the topology
in Fig. 4, which consists of n routers shared by a number
of legitimate TCP users and an attacker. All the links,
except the bottleneck link, between the routers Rn (the
bottleneck router) and Rn+1 have a one-way propagation



delay of tl ms and a capacity of rl Mbps. The link are
shared by nt long-lived legitimate TCP flows, an attack
flow and cross traffic generated by nc long-lived TCP
flows. The bottleneck link has a one-way propagation
delay of tb ms and a capacity of rb Mbps, and carries
the traffic excluding the cross traffic.

Fig. 4. The network topology for the performance evaluation.

A. The impact of PMDoS attacks

To demonstrate the impact of different variants of
PMDoS attacks (periodic A

+, stochastic A
+, and A

−

PMDoS attacks) on the nt long-lived legitimate TCP
flow aggregates, we have conducted extensive test-bed
experiments and ns-2 simulations. Due to the space
limitation, we only present the test-bed experiment re-
sults in this paper.

We use the following parameter settings: n = 2, nt =
15 (New Reno), nc = 10 (New Reno), tl = 15ms, tb =
30ms, rl = 100Mbps, and rb = 10Mbps. Each of the
legitimate TCP flows experiences a fixed RTT of 150ms
and employs a minimum RTO of 1000ms. The queue
at the bottleneck router R1 is a droptail queue of size
Q = RTT × rb. The period of each experiment is 730s.
After 250s, the attacker launches a PMDoS attack until
the end of the experiment period. Both the legitimate
flows and the cross traffic are generated using Iperf [43].
To simplify the notations, we use T and R to represent
Ton and Rattack in the following figures, respectively.

Fig. 5 depicts the experiment results of Γ resulted
from the periodic A

+ PMDoS attacks with Rattack =
{25, 50}Mbps and Ton = {75, 150, 300}ms versus the
attack cost γ. Fig. 6 depicts the experiment results for
the stochastic A

+ PMDoS attacks. For the purpose of
comparison, each of the sub-figures also includes the
experiment results for the A

− PMDoS attacks.
These figures give insight into the performance dif-

ference among the 3 variants of PMDoS attacks. First,
note that the throughput of the TCP flow aggregates is
significantly reduced by both the A

+ and A
− PMDoS

attacks. However, the impact of the periodic and stochas-
tic A

+ PMDoS attacks are generally far more significant
than the A

− PMDoS attack: As shown in Figs. 5(a) and
6(a), while both the periodic and stochastic A

+ PMDoS
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Fig. 5. The normalized throughput degradation under the periodic
A+ and A− PMDoS attacks versus the attack cost.
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Fig. 6. The normalized throughput degradation under the stochastic
A+ and A− PMDoS attacks versus the attack cost.

attacks with γ = 0.5 have already induced throughput
degradation of flow aggregates by more than 80%, the
A

− PMDoS attack with the same cost can only reduce
the aggregates’ throughput by not more than 50%. In
order for the A

− PMDoS attack to achieve the similar
level of degradation, the attacker has to increase its γ to
0.9, which also increases the chance of exposure to the
detection mechanisms.

Besides, we notice that the choice of the attack pulse
width Ton would affect the performance of the periodic
A

+ PMDoS attacks more significantly than the stochastic
ones. Figs. 5(a) and 5(b) show that when the attack pulse
width of the periodic A

+ PMDoS attack (Ton = 75ms) is
smaller than the RTT of the flow aggregates, i.e., 150ms,
the normalized aggregate TCP throughput degradation
may experience an unexpected decline even when the
attack cost increases, e.g., γ = 0.6 in Fig. 5(a) and γ =
{0.6, 0.8} in Fig. 5(b). For those attack scenarios, since
Ton does not cover the RTT of the flow aggregates, a
portion of the flow aggregates could possibly be affected
by the attack traffic periodically. Those survived TCP
flows can therefore utilize more available bandwidth,
resulting in a smaller aggregate TCP throughput degra-
dation. On the contrary, the randomized attack period
of the stochastic A

+ PMDoS attack enables its attack
pulses to throttle different legitimate TCP flows. As a



result, we observe from Figs. 6(a) and 6(b) that when
the attack operates with E[Ton] = 75ms, the throughput
degradation generally increases with the attack cost.

B. The performance of Vanguard

In this section, we present the experiment results of
Vanguard through a number of test-bed experiments. Our
evaluation is based on the detection delays required to
identify different PMDoS attack variants versus attack
costs. We use the same procedures and settings for the
test-bed experiments discussed in the previous section,
except that we have installed a Snort IDS with the Van-
guard preprocessor at Rn+1 to sniff incoming TCP data
traffic and outgoing ACK traffic. For the preprocessor
configuration, TSample = 0.005s and WD = 5s to
achieve a small detection delay, and NWD

= 40 to obtain
a training period of 200s. Moreover, we set B = 25 and
Ptolerance = 2.

Fig. 7 plots the detection time of PMDoS attacks
against attack costs. Fig. 7(a) represents the results
for the periodic A

+ PMDoS attacks with Ton =
{75, 150, 300}ms and Rattack = {25, 50}Mbps, while
Fig. 7(b) represents the results for the stochastic A

+ PM-
DoS attacks. Each subfigure also includes the detection
times for the A

− PMDoS attacks. Note that Vanguard
can identify all PMDoS attacks with various attack
costs within 3 detection windows (15s). Specifically,
it identifies all the periodic A

+ and the A
− PMDoS

attacks immediately after a detection window. However,
it requires slightly more time to identify the stochastic
A

+ PMDoS attacks with γ = 0.1, Ton = 75ms and
Rattack = 50Mbps. It is because small attack costs
correspond to a weak attack power, and the randomized
attack period of the stochastic A

+ PMDoS attack induces
a longer attack periods, thus requiring more time to
produce significant impact on the legitimate traffic. As
a result, Vanguard also needs a longer period to identify
the attacks.

C. Comparison with other proposed detection schemes

In this sub-section, we further evaluate the per-
formance of the DWTM-based, the DTWP-based, and
the spectrum-based detection schemes using test-bed
experiments, in order to compare their performance with
Vanguard.

1) DWTM-based detection scheme: Fig. 8 shows the
detection times required for the DWTM-based detection
scheme to discover the A

+ and A
− PMDoS attacks with

various attack costs. We perform our experiments using
the same network parameter settings. Each experiment
lasts for 370s and a PMDoS attack begins at 130s. For
the configuration of the DWTM-based detection system,
we set each window of continuous samples last for 12.8
seconds to achieve a small detection delay, and NWD
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Fig. 7. Detection time for the A
+ PMDoS attacks and the A

− PMDoS
attacks under Vanguard.

6 to obtain a training period of 76.8 seconds. Moreover,
we follow similar configurations used in [21]. We set
Ptolerance = 1; and the detection scheme employs
the Haar wavelet [44] to capture the fluctuation in the
incoming TCP data traffic, and the Daubechies wavelet
with 4 vanishing moments (DB(4)) to extract the trend
in the outgoing TCP ACK traffic. In each subfigure, any
marker coinciding with the dashed line represents that
the corresponding PMDoS attack is undetected by the
detection scheme.

From the figures, it is clear that the DWTM-based
detection scheme shows a poorer performance than
Vanguard, with the average detection rate of 89.18%.



Specifically, while this mechanism can discover all the
ongoing periodic and stochastic A

+ PMDoS attacks
within 3 detection windows (38.4s), it is incapable of dis-
covering any A

− PMDoS attacks. Since the A
− PMDoS

attack traffic constantly occupies a fixed portion of the
bottleneck link capacity, the incoming TCP data traffic
adapts to the remaining bandwidth without significant
fluctuations. As a result, the attack traffic can elude the
detection from the incoming traffic.
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Fig. 8. Detection time for the A+ PMDoS attacks and the A− PMDoS
attacks under the DWTM-based scheme.

2) DTWP-based detection scheme: In Fig. 9, we
report the experiment results of the DTWP-based de-
tection scheme under the A

+ and A
− PMDoS attacks

with different attack costs. Each subfigure reports results

for Rattack = {10, 25, 50}Mbps. The dashed line with
downward-pointing triangles (-H-) is the DTWP thresh-
old (DTWP=60) recommended by [24] differentiating
the normal traffic from the attack traffic. If the DTWP
value is less than the threshold, the algorithm will con-
firm the presence of a PMDoS attack. We only present
the experiment results for Ton = 150ms since they are
similar to those with Ton = {75, 300}ms. From those
figures, we can observe that the DTWP-based scheme
can identify many periodic and stochastic A

+ PMDoS
attacks, but it cannot detect any A

− PMDoS attacks. It is
due to the fact that this detection algorithm is designed
specifically for the Shrew attack by matching the pattern
of the incoming TCP data traffic with that of Shrew
attack traffic. Thus, this scheme is not able to detect the
A

− PMDoS attacks operated with CBR. Moreover, its
average detection rate is only 76.9%, which is relatively
less than that obtained by Vanguard and DWTM-based
detection schemes.

3) Spectrum-based detection scheme: Fig. 10 illus-
trates the experiment results of spectrum-based detection
scheme under the A

+ and A
− PMDoS attacks. In

each subfigure, the area between the solid line with
downward-pointing triangles (-H-) and the dashed line
contains range of frequencies for single-source DoS
attacks. On the other hand, the area between the solid
line and the dashed line with upward-pointing triangles
(-N-) contains range of frequencies for multi-source DoS
attacks. The experiment results show that the values of
(F (60%)) of the A

+ PMDoS attacks do not concentrate
on a small range. Instead, they spread from low fre-
quencies to high frequencies. Since all the experiments
are actually conducted in a single-source manner, this
implies that the spectrum-based detection scheme cannot
distinguish those single-source A

+ PMDoS attacks from
the multi-source ones.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper we have proposed Vanguard to detect
a class of low-rate DoS attacks, which we refer them
to as polymorphic DoS (PMDoS) attacks. Unlike the
traditional flooding-based DoS (FDDoS) attack, the PM-
DoS attack can effectively degrade the performance of
victim TCP flows with a much lower average attack rate.
Moreover, the PMDoS attack may induce various traffic
patterns according to different parameter settings, and
consequently different impact on victim TCP flows.

The detection engine in Vanguard is based on three
indicators—a drastic decline in the outgoing ACK traffic,
an unusually high variability in the ratio of the incoming
TCP traffic and the outgoing TCP ACK traffic, and
a significant change in the incoming TCP traffic dis-
tribution. We have implemented it as a Snort plug-in
and experimented with it on a test-bed. The experiment
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Fig. 9. Detection time for the A
+ PMDoS attacks and the A

− PMDoS
attacks under the DTWP-based scheme.

results show that Vanguard is very effective at detecting
the PMDoS attack. Moreover, we compare Vanguard
with other proposed detection systems. Vanguard incurs
the lowest computational complexity, while achieving
the highest detection rate. In the future work, we will
investigate how to defend against the PMDoS attack
through rate-limiting and other mechanisms.
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